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Social Justice Terminology Guides
- [A Progressive’s Style Guide](#)
- [Suffolk University Boston: Social Justice Terminology](#)
- [Racial Equity Resource Guide](#)
- [Lewis and Clark College: ABC’s of Social Justice](#)
- [MSU LBGT Resource Center: LGBTQ Glossary](#)

MSU Support Resources
- [Office of Cultural and Academic Transitions (OCAT)](#)
- [All Gender Campus Restroom Map](#)
- [Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay, and Transgender Resource Center (LBGTRC)](#)
- [MSU Reflection/Prayer Rooms](#)
- [MSU Worklife Office](#)
- [Multi-Racial Unity Living Experience and Intercultural Aid Program (MRULE-ICA)](#)
- [Office of Inclusion and Intercultural Initiatives (OI3)](#)
- [Office of Institutional Equity](#)
- [Office of International Students and Scholars](#)
- [Resource Center for Persons with Disabilities (RCPD)](#)

MSU Resource Lists
- [MSU Libraries Inclusive Teaching](#)
- Academic Advancement Network
  - [Resources for Difficult Dialogues in the Classroom](#)
  - [Inclusive Teaching Methods](#)
  - [Teaching for Diverse Populations](#)
  - [Incorporating Multicultural Content into Your Teaching](#)
- [MSUE Diversity & Multiculturalism Resources](#)
- [LBGTRC Resources Educational Tools](#)

MSU and Michigan Training Opportunities
- [Office of Inclusion & Intracultural Initiatives (O13) – Education](#)
  - [MSU O13 Understanding Implicit Bias Certification Program](#)
- [Two Day Multicultural Self-Awareness Workshops through MSUE](#)
- [QuILL: Queer Inclusive Learning and Leadership training](#)
- [Doing Our Own Work: An Anti-Racist Workshop for Whites from Allies for Change](#)
- [Eliminating Racism & Celebrating/Creating Equity (ERACCE) – Kalamazoo](#)
- [National Intragroup Dialogue Institute – U-M](#)
Other MSU links

- **To My Professor: Student Voices for Great College Teaching**, book by MSU School of Journalism students and editor Joe Grimm, College of Communication Arts and Sciences:
- **James Madison College Racial Climate Committee Report**
- **Annual Report on Diversity & Inclusion**
- **MSU Extension articles on Microaggressions**
  - Microaggressions are linked to stress for people of color, women and those who are gay and lesbian
  - Making microaggressions visible is key to addressing the impacts

Inclusive Language for Course Syllabi

- **Diversity Statement Suggestions from Yale University**
- **Diversity & Inclusion Syllabus Statements from Brown University**
- **Preferred pronouns for syllabi and in class from Lake Forest**

Keeping up on Diversity Events at MSU

- MSU STEAM4Diversity Listserv: The STEAM4DIVERSITY listserv was created to disseminate diversity and inclusion information for the entire MSU community. It is intended to offer a place to share on- and off-campus events, information and resources. If you would like to become a member, please contact Faith Peterson (petersof@msu.edu) with your email address.
- **Office of Intracultural Initiatives (OI3) Calendar**
- **Office of Cultural & Academic Transitions (OCAT) Calendar**

Other Sites and Resources

- **Project Implicit** (Implicit Bias Testing)
- **The Toolkit for Inclusive Learning Environments** – John Hopkins
- **AAC&U Cultural Competency Resources - Teaching to Increase Diversity and Equity in STEM (TIDES):**
  - Rejecting Culture-Blindness: Toward Cultural Competence in Undergraduate STEM Teaching, Dr. Dorinda Carter Andrews, Assistant Dean, MSU College of Education, Presentation November 6, 2014, (3 videos) and slides
- **UCSF Office of Diversity & Outreach Unconscious Bias**
- **Resources for Critical Racial and Social Justice Education from Robin DiAngelo**
- **The Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching, and Learning (CIRTL Network)**

Psychological Interventions, Growth Mindset, and Stereotype Threat


